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How is London vulnerable to CC ?

Flooding
Overheating 
Water resources
Air Quality
Subsidence and heave
Wind storms
Global climate events



A Project to provide a plan demonstrating how  flood risk 
can be  managed in the Thames Estuary over this century 
in response to:

What is TE2100?

• ageing flood defences

• a changing climate

• a changing estuary
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TE 2100 was set up in 2002 to look what needed to be done to manage flood risk in the Thames through London and the estuary this century.

The main reasons the project was set up is because much of the Thames estuary’s current flood defence system was conceived before we had discovered that man made pollutants are causing our climate to changing, resulting in changes to river and sea and sea levels, making riverside, estuarine and seaside areas more vulnerable to flooding.

At the same time as these areas are getting more vulnerable to flooding we are building more and more in the Thames estuary floodplain. And on top of that many of the defences that are preventing these place getting wet are nearing the end of their life span. 






1879 Flood Act

Late C19 update
to Flood Act

1928 Flood & subsequent 1930 Flood Act

Interim Defences during the construction of the Thames Barrier
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Low tide at a typical tidal wall at Greenwich upstream of the Thames Barrier, showing how increasingly severe floods have caused successive Flood Acts to require an increase in the statutory flood levels of the flood walls.  

This reactive flood defence management is now being replaced by proactive flood risk management which examines the risks (probability and consequence) now and in the future.  



The 100th Thames Barrier Closure
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Central to the current Thames tidal Defences system is the Thames Barrier - although this forms just one part of the wider system comprising 9 major barriers (including the Thames Barrier), 36 smaller industrial gates, over 300 smaller gates and 340 km of walls and embankments.

The Thames Barrier has been closed over 100 times since 1983 to protect London from flooding and our studies are examining how long the Barrier will continue to provide an appropriate level of protection under increasingly severe climate change predictions. 



Thames Estuary 2100 Plan Area

• At Risk

• The Current Defences

• >1.25million people - 400 Schools, 16 Hospitals
• £160bn Property - 30 Mainline Railway Stns
• International Habitats & Species - 68 Underground & DLR Stns
• Port of London generates  £2.7bn/yr. - 8 Power Stations

Thames Barrier

• Future Scenarios

• New Barriers

• Controlled Inundation

337kms of Defences

• Restoration of the Floodplain

• Spatial Planning

4 Climate Change 
futures examined

• Defra

• UKCIP Med High

• High +

• High ++
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The strategy area showing the 36 Thames tidal embayments (coloured).  These are the areas protected by the Thames Tidal Defences
Click 1 A reminder of what is already at risk
Click2 The red dots show  the 9 major flood control structures owned and operated by the Agency which close in concert with the TB.  (useful to point out the TB so people can orient themselves).  
Click 3 The 337km of tidal walls and embankments.  When the barriers are not being operated, it is these defences which provide protection twice a day every day.
Click 4 The Medway and Swale defences being looked at by separate study team with whom we miantrain close collaboratun, as these defences form an integral part of the estuary system.
Click 5 The Medway is just one of the adjoining strategies with which we must maintain doialogue so it all works as a whole.
Click 6 Out strategy will take us up to 2100.  What kind of world will we have then ?  Our strategy needs to fit the needs of the future as well as the present.  The Government's Foresight Flood & Coastal Defence project is a useful initiative which gives us some guidance on how  to plan for the different climate change and socio environmental futures we might face over the next 100 years
Click 7 Will we need a new Thames Barrier ?  Early indications from our studies are that it is good for another 100years with appropriate modifications - but this will depend on the severity of climate change.  Sea levels will risk for 100s of years even if we do succeed in controlling greenhouse gas emissions, so at some stage (maybe this century, maybe next) a new Barrier may be needed
Click 8 Eventually, we may have to plan for special measures to protect high density populations  in very low lying areas - such at Canvey Island
Click 9 Our modelling shows that there are real possibilities for using land which is currently undeveloped - some of the best sites are already built on - but in the context of long term planning we have (I.e. the next round of regeneration) we have the ability to change our land use allocations - if the political will is there.  We will provide the facts but government must take the big decisions.
Click 10 Our modelling shows that restoration of floodplain in exising greenspace in West London could 
take some of the pressure off the estuary in times of high flow.  We have used the Thames Barrier to manage this combined flood threat with great success in 2000 and 2003 but this is simply not a sustainable method of managing increased freshwater flood threat.  Giving more space back to the rive in West London may prove to be an essential part of our strategy
  Click 11 As mentioned earlier, upstream storage may not help with large order flood events, but the (much more frequent) smaller events can be reduced buy better planning, including SUDS and other environmentally sound building practices in new developments (and retrofitting where we can)
Click 12 Adapting behaviors will form part of our plan - in many different ways.  Better incorporation of FRM into the Planning process, better awareness of people at risk, we have good flood warning but do we need better emergency plans ?  Should we be preparing urban populations for emergency evacuation - and building this into spatial plans including infrastructure with dry access routes ? 
Click 13 We must remain aware of the large infrastructure development currently being planned for the Thames Estuary.  Such as wind farms, and the London Gateway proposal -  a major container port at Shellhaven near Canvey Island.  This sort6 of macro development will change the estuary in a major way.




Climate Change & TE2100

Climate Change critical issue for flood risk
Main driver of physical flood risk sources in 

order of uncertainty at project start :-
Waves
Fluvial Flow
Sea Level Rise
Surge
Joint Probability

U
ncertain ty



Science before TE2100

River flow - DEFRA guidance – 20 % 
increase
Mean SLR – IPCC 3rd Assessment Report, 
UKCIP02
Storm surge – models from UKCIP02, 
WASA, STOWASUS



Latest Satellite Altimeter Results
•

 
East Ant : -

 
0.12mm/y 

msl

•
 

West Ant : + 0.16mm/y 
msl

• Marine ice sheet zones

- major discharges :

-
 

Pine Island –Thwaites
 in West Antarctica

-
 

Totten
 

and Cook in 
East Antarctica 

Davis et al 
2005



TE2100 Programme & Approach
MOHC POL CEH studies provide 
probabilistic scenarios for Thames Estuary 
for Storm Surge, Sea Level Rise,  Fluvial 
Flow, 
Storm Surge and Sea Level Rise benefit to 
UKCIP 09
Climate Change Critical Factor – TE2100 
input to IPCC 4th Assessment Report, Stern 
Structured project around uncertainty and 
decision testing



TE2100 – Planning for an 
uncertain future
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	TE2100@environment-agency.gov.uk
 	0208 305 4160
	TE2100 Project Office, Environment Agency, Thames 	Barrier, London, SE7 8LX



Thames Estuary 2100 Project

To achieve the project objectives we have 
based our programme of studies around  a 
Decision-Making Framework that has largely 
been piloted by ESPACE…



Helps deliver 
policies and 
projects that are 
robust in the face 
of an uncertain 
future climate

www.ukcip.org.uk



Eight-stage decision-making framework



TE2100 Techniques

Scenario neutral analysis – thresholds for 
responses
Led to decision pathways and adaptable 
options
Monitoring - links with BAS, at cutting edge 
of ice melt science – essential for adaptable 
plan - with critical lead times



Time
2007 2050 2100

• more people/property

• climate change

• ageing FD

R
is

k

Unacceptable
Tolerable
As low as 
reasonably 
possible

Managing Flood Risk through 
the Century
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Flood risk is increasing 
 more people and property at risk in flood plain increasing  - Thames Gateway) 
 climate change (4 cc scenarios being considered by TE2100, L,M,H, H+)
 ageing flood defence infrastructure (about halfway through its 60 yr life)

We can define an acceptable level of risk - this needs to be agreed with Govt
can measure any way we wish in e.g reduction in flood level, £ damage avoided, deaths prevented, confidence/economic growth etc.

Key feature of Thames tidal defences is huge sunk investment
so a useful measure is in extending the life of our major asset the Thames Barrier - cost £500m in the 80s wd cost about £2bn to rebuild today (or £6bn+ to rebuild bigger barrier further down the estuary)

Aim of TE2100 project is to manage risk down to acceptable level

In reality this is likely to be in a series of planned interventions over the next 100 years
many options for type of interventions and phasing being studied, but overall capital investment over next 50-100 yrs is likely to be of the order of £4 - 8bn
(Note: does not include TTD maintenance costs of £5 to £10million per year which will continue and possibly increase - approx half of this is currently paid by riverside owners and not public purse)



1m0m 4m3m2m

New  barrier, retain Thames Barrier, raise defences

Raise 
Defences

New  barrier, raise defences

Existing system

Improve Thames Barrier and raise d/s defences 

Over-rotate Thames 
Barrier and restore 
interim defences

Flood storage, improve Thames 
Barrier,  raise u/s & d/s defences

Flood storage, over rotate Thames 
Barrier, raise u/s & d/s defences

Flood storage, restore 
interim defences

Note:

Each box represents one or more portfolios of responses

Maximum water level rise:
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Improve defences

Maximise storage

New Barrier

2008 Climate Change Scenarios and 
implications on options

New  barrage





TE2100 – Driving the 
science 

Feeding into UKCP09
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Soil column 
depth, L  

River 

Lateral 
drainage,  

Lq  

Groundwater 
flow (sub-
surface runoff), 

gq  

Subsurface 
flow 

Saturation-
excess surface 
runoff, sq  
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Return flow 

0s

 

Ensemble climate change 
projections

Downscale to get uncertainty in
Regional scale atmospheric 
forcing

Uncertainty in large scale patterns 
of time average sea level change

Add in ice melt 
uncertainty

?

Run surge model simulations to 
estimate uncertainty range in 
local extreme water levels

Uncertainty in 
large scale 
atmospheric 
forcing

River flow modelling
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A grid-based hydrological model which allows us to model river  flow spatially across the Thames Basin on a 1km grid.
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What about the trends?
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~hadto/extremes/R/trend_signif_rLargest_Thames_ppt_slide_all_runids_with_trendy_50yr_RL.R
~hadto/extremes/R/trend_signif_rLargest_Thames_ppt_slide_all_runids_with_trendy_50yr_RL.png
~hadto/extremes/R/trend_signif_rLargest_Thames_ppt_slide_all_runids_with_trendy_50yr_RL.eps
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AR
4 

20
07

IPCC AR4 mean sea level 
Projections

+additional 
contribution 
from ice sheet
???????

Does the UK 
experience 
the global 
mean?
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Adding it all together

•Global mean
•UK ocean deviation
•Vertical land movement
•No significant trend in surges

Including emissions uncertainty
We project 20cm to 90cm 
increase in extreme SL by 
2100.

This value is VERY close to the 
current Defra guidance, which 
is based on the IPCC TAR



© Crown copyright   Met Office

Is 90cm the upper limit?

• Probably not less than than zero
• Probably not more than 12m
• 4m – based on Lenton et al., 2008 (based on Hansen, 2005)
• 1.6±0.8m – Rohling et al., 2008 (based on Red Sea observations)
• 2m - various personal comms with ice sheet “experts”
• 2m – Pfeffer et al., 2008

• We present two scenarios to 2100
• The 0.20m to 0.90m as the LIKELY range, with no trend in 

surges.

• H++ range of 1m to 2m for mean sea level rise for sensitivity 
testing. With our H++ surge scenario the full H++ range extends 
to 2.7m for a 5-year period event. 

• We think the upper end of this range is VERY UNLIKELY to 
occur by 2100
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Results averaged over 
11 RCM ensembles 
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Modelled percentage 
changes in flood peaks at 
different return periods for 
the Thames at Kingston 

Thames at 
Kingston

Ensemble 
member

Return Period (years)

5 20 50

Minimum 3.4 -11.1 -22.0

Maximum 53.5 68.2 77.1

Mean 29.0 36.4 43.0
London

Presenter
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The changes in flood frequency between Current and Future were analysed for different return period flows.
There was considerable variation in the results, by ensemble member, by return period and by location, with areas underlain by chalk generally showing lower percentage changes than other regions (red band over the Chilterns in the maps).
Areas underlain by clay (eg London) show higher percentage changes – (green/blue areas to the right of the maps).

Almost all changes in peak flows are increases, generally averaging around 5-10% in chalk areas and around 30-50% elsewhere, for peak flows with up to a 20-year return period. 

The table presents the RANGE in the response of the hydrological model to the RCM ensembles: minimum, maximum and MEAN  percentage change



TE2100 Science Key Findings
Sea level rise in the Thames over the next century due to 
thermal expansion of the oceans, melting glaciers and polar 
ice is likely to be between 20cm and 90cm. 
There is still much uncertainty over the contribution of polar 
ice melt to sea level rise. At the extreme it may further raise 
sea levels up to 2m (including thermal expansion) - although 
this is thought highly unlikely.    
Although still uncertain, climate change is less likely to 
increase storm surge height and frequency in the North Sea 
than previously thought.
Future peak freshwater flows for the Thames are also 
uncertain. At Kingston they could increase by around 40% by 
2080.
To reduce the uncertainty over the potential effect of polar ice 
melt on sea level rise, further research and monitoring is 
needed.



• Continue to maintain the current flood defence 
system including planned improvements

• Ensuring that floodplain management is in 
place across the estuary

• Safeguard areas that may be required for 
future changes to flood defences

TE2100 the first 25 Years

• Commencing work to create new habitats



TE2100 the next 35 years 2035 - 2070

• Replacing and upgrading defences upstream and 
downstream of the barrier

• Working with regional and local planning 
authorities

• Take informed decision on building a new barrier 
at Long Reach or other end of the century option

From 2070, moving into the 22nd century



Summary
TE2100 is the first major project in the UK 
to have put climate change adaptation at 
its core. We have developed a method to 
test flood risk measures against climate 
change scenarios. Working with the Met 
Office Hadley Centre and other key 
organisations, we have improved our 
understanding of future climate change 
impacts in the Thames Estuary.  This gives 
us confidence that our Plan is adaptable to 
future climate change.
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